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Overview: The first part of the cave (entrance pitch and Grand Salle) has been 

known since 1960. Following a small extension in 1990, Speleo CAF Romans 

continued exploration until by 2002 they had over 1,000 metres of new passage and 

by 2004 they had explored over 3,000 metres of new passage including the 86 

metre deep Grand Noir, a spectacular pitch that unlocked the secret to the active 

part of the system, which is, at the time of writing, over 12k long and 281 deep. 

 

This guide describes the route to the Garage a Boeing, a large chamber which 

contains many fine formations (care), which, apart from a lot of crawling (and 

possible route finding issues), is a straight forward trip. To visit further parts of the 

system, it is strongly recommended that the various journals referenced at the end 

of this article are studied in detail. 

Map and survey from Scialet 40 



Location:   

  

Coordonnees Lambert III:   

X = 836,780;  Y = 3291,960;  Z = 1480 m  

Coordonnees UTM:   

31T E:  684 368 N:  4 973 253  

  

Map IGN Top25 n°3136ET:  Combe Laval, Foret de Lente Commune of Bouvante (26)  

  

  

Access:  From the ski station of Font d’Urle, follow the road D76, to where the GR93 crosses, and  

follow GR93 to the right (east) in direction of the Crete des Gageres. After 100 meters, close to a  

scialet, leave GR93 to follow the obvious  track on the right (south) which goes directly towards  

Pas du Follet and Puy of Gageres. (Where the track bears left and goes gently uphill, look into the  

deep depression on your left where a colony of marmots can sometimes be seen). 

 

At an obvious collapse (to the left of the track and fenced off in  2005) walk approximately north  

east to the grotte marked on the map. Continue to walk in the same direction (passing the  

grotte on your right) to a line of dolines. Chuats is in the bottom of the third doline – a deep  

doline of about thirty meters in diameter and about fifteen meters depth. It cannot be seen from the  

west side, but Scialet I des Chuats is the obvious open shaft at the side of the doline and immediately  

above Chats II. Descend into the next doline and walk south into the Chuats doline where the entrance  

will be found on a ledge on the west side of the obvious cliff. About 30 minutes walking in beautiful  

countryside.. 

  

 

 

Scialet II des Chuats 

Fenced collapse 

Map source; IGN 



Scialet II des Chuats doline  

and entrance 

Entrance 

Aluminium entrance cover  

(to keep out snow) 



 Le Scialet II des Chuats 

  

Description of the route from the entrance to the 

Garage a Boeing 

  

Rigging 

1 X 30 metres of rope, 1X 3 metres of rope  

6 hangers, 2 slings, and 2 crabs for deviations. 

  

Entrance 

  

The entrance is a 15 metre pitch rigged with a short 

traverse from the right of the entrance to a “Y hang” which 

is rigged via 1 spit at chest height over the entrance, and 

the second spit just below the edge of the entrance, this is 

then followed by two deviations the 1st located about a 

third of the way down the pitch, and the second 2/3rd of the 

way down, there is no further rigging from here and you 

will land at the top of the scree/rubble heap (from here you 

can remove SRT kit, and bag for either the return trip or 

for the descent of Grand Noir)    

  

Warning! The scree slope is very loose, and care should 

be taken by groups so as not to endanger party members 

when moving on the slope. 

  

To descend the scree slope, face down the slope, and 

descend down the left hand side of the entrance chamber, 

(it will be noticeable that the Grande Salle, has two 

apparent roofs, the first being where the rubble slope meets 

the roof, and the second being the opening out of the 

Grand Salle) You should look out for a shaft approx 

1.5metre in diameter in the second roof, this can be used as 

a marker when descending the rubble heap, just before 

reaching the shaft  traverse to the right on the slope to find 

the new continuation. (Generally you should be able to see 

a muddy path leading to the new extensions) 

  

Bloc Casse-Couilles (Testicle breaking blocks) 

Having traversed the scree slope for about 10 metres you 

will see a obviously caved (muddy), entrance with a V 

shaped block to be climbed over (this is the testicle 

breaker!), this leads into 15metres of hands and knee’s 

crawling passage, the end of which terminates in a low 

chamber (1.5m high), with no apparent way on, look for a 

hole in the roof to the left of the crawl. 



 

Le Nouveau Reseau 

Having climbed through the roof hole from the previous 

chamber continue with the hands and knees crawl, which 

soon opens out to a cross junction chamber which has a 

high fluted ceiling, the way on is straight across, and 

located as a body size tube 1.5 metres above floor level 

(Small section of rope 3metres in length, plus 2 

hangers, can be used to assist exit of this tube on 

return) 

  

The belly crawl continues for about 10 metres and drops 

out in a small chamber, below the exit of the crawl can be 

seen a descending rift. 

  

Gallerie Gillenate  

Descend the rift for about 2.5 metres which will almost 

immediately bring you out into a large chamber, the roof 

of which reduces from about 2.5 metres high down to 

0.5metres high, over a distance of 20 metres, (The fossil 

remains of oysters can be seen in this chamber),  continue 

through the hands and knees crawl at the end of the 

chamber, for about 5 metres, after which the chamber 

opens up into a large passage about 4 – 5 metres high, 

stay high on the left of the passage following the existing 

route, the passage deepens to a pool on your right, which 

is where the passage junctions. Appearing to move to the 

obvious route slightly left of the pool will take you 

through to a blind chamber with a low roof and an 

additional pool 2.5metres wide, 1 metre deep. 

  

 From the main passage climb up behind the pool, and 

enter a short hands and knees crawl through a decorated 

passage to enter Salle de Lac 

  

Salle de Lac 

This is a very large chamber, with a very small lake, the 

lake describes a protected area of mud floor 15 metres in 

diameter, with a small lake at right end being fed from the 

roof. Behind the lake is a short climb up on boulders to 

the back of the chamber,  From the entrance to Salle de 

Lac, keeping the main chamber wall to your left and the 

taped off area to you right, will lead you to a low crawl, 

Laminoir des Crocodiles.  



 

Laminoir des Crocodiles. The crawl leads to a section of narrow, rifty passages which 

eventually lead to the start of the Garage a Boeing – initially stooping height, but gradually 

becoming quite enormous with the funnel like approach to the Grand Noir (the P86 that 

gives access to active part of the system) centre stage. Allow 2 hours from the entrance. 

  

  

Salle de Lac 
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Le Garage a Boeing: Initially low (but wide)  with an abundance of formations. After about  

120 metres is “The Dome”, a large and significant stalagmite which marks not only the depth 

(-81m) but also a junction, with passages leading both right and left in a vast chamber. To the 

right leads to a confusing area of passages and chimneys. Straight ahead is the huge 10 metre 

deep funnel which is the top of le Grand Noir – the 86m pitch leading to the active part of the 

system. To the left (west) is the Salle du Balcon which leads to the Salle des Marvelles, 

described as one of the most beautiful chambers in the southern Vercors, with many 

spectacular formations (great care required in this area). 

 

An overview of the exploration of the active system: Until September 2008, exploration 

deeper in the system was via le Grand Noir. Prolonged and difficult pushing trips were spent 

exploring both downstream and upstream from the bottom of the impressive pitch. Upstream 

was especially difficult due to a number of pseudo siphons (temporary sumps) which resulted 

in one infamous rescue. In the autumn of 2008, an upstream surveying/pushing trip (which 

had previously reached the present upstream limit of the system - Terminus Aladin), were 

pushing avens between the siphons. Following more than 150m of audacious climbing they 

reached a choke containing fly’s, bat droppings and a strong draft. It was only once the survey 

was computed that they realised they had cracked it – they were under the floor of the 

entrance chamber! La Voie Royale was the new way in. 
References: 

LSD 15 (2004): Les Scialets II des Chuats, page 24 

LSD 17 (2009): Explos 2004-2008 au Scialets II des Chuats a Font d’Urle, page 47 

LSD 18 (2011): Le collecteur de Quint – Chuats II, page 67  

LSD 18 (2011): le reseau de l’Interclubs - Chuats II, page 73 

LSD 18 (2011): La Voie Royale – Chuats II, page 78 

Scialet 40 (2011): Le tracage du Scialet des Chuats, page 42 

 

Both LSD and Scialet may be available from Expe (at Pont-en-Royans) or direct from CDS 26 (LSD) or CDS 38 

(Scialet) via the links from the Speleo Vercors web site home page. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Survey source; LSD  18 
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